The 20th IFOAM Organics International Organic World Congress
6th–13th June 2020, Prague, Czech Republic

What you can expect?
• international development collaboration: cross-cultural exchange
• bazaar of organic farmers associations demands and needs: capacity building
• the paths of scientific knowledge adaptations: innovation partnership and participatory research among farmers, advisors, and scientists

Who are we?
• recently transitioned country with organic boom reaching well over 10% of land
• proud producers of wide variety of organic delicacies coming from fertile pastures, arable land as well as vineyards
• experienced mediators in co-creation of organic knowledge between developed to developing world organic regions

Prague’s UNESCO and Cultural Heritage
Beautifully set on the banks of the Vltava River, Prague the City of a Hundred Spires is one of the most majestic cities in Europe. The historic centre of Prague admirably illustrates the process of continuous urban growth from the Middle Ages to the present day. Its important role in the political, economic, social and cultural evolution of central Europe from the 14th century onwards and the richness of its architectural and artistic traditions meant that it served as a major model for urban development for much of central and eastern Europe. Czech Republic is also the 6th safest country worldwide.